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by paul williamson

In recent years the Cleveland Museum of 
Art has held a series of small exhibitions, 
limited to a large room near the entrance, 
with the aim of focusing attention on 
single masterpieces in the collection and 
presenting them in a broader art-historical 
context; a typical example was Myth and 
Mystique: Cleveland’s Gothic Table Fountain, 
held in 2016–17. Always elegantly displayed, 
these exhibitions have been accompanied 
by exemplary, beautifully illustrated short 
catalogues in a smart square format, with 
scholarly but accessible essays and entries. 
Tilman Riemenschneider’s sublime small 
alabaster sculpture of St Jerome and the lion 
(cat. no.1; Fig.1), one of the treasures of the 
Cleveland collection, serves as the starting 
point for this exhibition and publication – 
simply because the work is in Cleveland – but 
what we are served is an outstanding, if small, 
dish of representative European alabaster 
carvings from the mid-fourteenth century to 
c.1500, with an emphasis on the first half of 
the fifteenth century; and it is all the more 
palatable for being limited to five succinct 
introductory essays and fifteen entries.

Gerhard Lutz, the Curator of Medieval 
Art at Cleveland and the spiritus movens 
behind the exhibition and its catalogue, has 
written the introductory essay on the use 
of alabaster in fifteenth-century sculpture. 
Here, as elsewhere, there is surprisingly little 
mention of English alabasters, a puzzling 
omission given their presence throughout 
Europe and the valuable evidence they 
provide for the study of painted surfaces; 
the statements that ‘altarpieces were rather 
rare’ (p.18) and ‘the original surface has been 
lost on most alabaster works’ (p.20) certainly 
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presents some of the most important recent 
findings of a French-led research programme 
on the sources of alabaster in medieval Europe, 
which began in 2010.2 Isotopic analysis has 
helped to identify likely quarries for a good 
number of sculptures, including sites in 
Provence for the Javernant Annunciation 
group of about 1350 – now split between 
Cleveland, which holds the Archangel Gabriel 
(no.3) and the Musée du Louvre, Paris, 
which has the Virgin – and Franconia for 
Riemenschneider’s Cleveland St Jerome and  
his Virgin Annunciate in the Louvre, both of 
c.1495. More surprisingly, testing has revealed 
that the alabaster used for the sculptures 
carved by the so-called Master of the Rimini 
altarpiece and his workshop, and now almost 
universally thought to be of Netherlandish 

do not apply to them.1 In this connection, 
it would have been instructive and apposite 
if the remarkable English St George and the 
dragon from the National Gallery of Art, 
Washington (Fig.2), could have made the 
journey to Cleveland to stand alongside its 
cognates from the European mainland.

Lutz’s introduction is followed by a 
valuable short survey, ‘Alabaster as a material’, 
by Wolfram Kloppmann, Sophie Jugie, 
Pierre-Yves Le Pogam and Lise Leroux, which 

1. St Jerome and the lion, by Tilman 
Riemenschneider. c.1495. Alabaster with 
traces of paint and gilding, 37.8 by 28.1  
by 15.9 cm. (Cleveland Museum of Art).
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origin around 1430, appears to have been 
sourced from the same quarry in Franconia  
as Riemenschneider’s.

The new scientific data, when set 
against the documentary, circumstantial 
and visual evidence still allows flexibility 
of interpretation, however, and it is 
demonstrably the case that alabaster blocks 
were often transported over long distances 
before carving in faraway workshops. Even 
in the present catalogue there is a difference 
of opinion about the likely place of carving 
of the Javernant Annunciation. Whereas 
Kloppmann, Jugie, Le Pogam and Leroux 
ascribe it to Avignon, the heading of the 
catalogue entry for the Archangel Gabriel 
gives it as Champagne, and in fact a Parisian 
origin cannot be discounted. It is unfortunate 
and confusing that the heading gives the 
material of the Gabriel as marble, not alabaster; 
furthermore, the Virgin and Child from the 
former convent of Pont-aux-Dames, east of 
Paris (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York), is described as alabaster in the text of 
the same catalogue entry but as marble in the 
caption to fig.54 on the same page.

Moving from the micro to the macro, 
the next essay interrogates the material of 
alabaster with a very different approach. Elina 
Gertsman, in her characteristically stimulating 
contribution, ‘Alabaster bodies: medium and 
meaning’, proposes that the material not only 
influenced the form of the sculptures but 
also imbued them with meaning. She takes 
a French sculpture of St Margaret (c.1475; 
Metropolitan Museum) as her paradigm, 
sensitively describing its particular qualities 
(alas, her fig.20 on p.46, showing a detail of 
the back, has been reproduced on its side). 
She persuasively suggests that here and in the 
case of other alabaster sculptures there is an 
interchangeability between ‘alabaster as the 
body [and] the body as alabaster’ (p.52). This, to 
an extent, echoes new interpretations of other 
materials, most notably ivory.3 In the final two 
essays, Stefan Roller, the Head of the Medieval 
Department of the Liebieghaus Museum, 
Frankfurt, gives a balanced account of the 
output of the Master of the Rimini altarpiece, 
a work in the Liebieghaus, reprising his recent 
writing on the subject elsewhere, and Lutz 
succinctly discusses Riemenschneider’s early 
work and alabaster sculpture.4

The catalogue entries are models of 
their kind, mostly well informed, carefully 
written and all fully illustrated; several 
include photographs taken from multiple 
angles. The riches of Cleveland are clearly 
evident here, with holdings in this area that 

make the museum the envy of most other 
sculpture collections. In addition to the 
Riemenschneider and Javernant sculptures, 
there are entries on three of the pleurants 
(c.1404–10; nos.4–6) from the tomb of Philip 
the Bold (d.1404) and one (1443–45; no.7) 
from that of John the Fearless (d.1419) and 
Margaret of Bavaria (d.1424), originally 
from the Chartreuse de Champmol, Dijon. 
However, the story of Philip’s tomb is rather 
more complicated than the account given 
in the catalogue entry, which does not take 
into consideration the recent groundbreaking 
article by Susie Nash.5 Two alabaster figures of 
St John the Evangelist and St Paul (nos.8–9), 
almost certainly from an altarpiece in Saint-
Omer documented in 1429, have recently 
joined the Cleveland collection and show 
clear connections with the work of (but are 
not by) the Rimini Master; they are here quite 
reasonably ascribed to a related workshop 
based in Bruges. The superb figure of St 
Philip (no.10) acquired by the J. Paul Getty 

Museum, Los Angeles, in 2015, is, on the other 
hand, undoubtedly an autograph work by the 
Rimini Master himself, and qualitatively the 
equal of any of the sculptures on the Rimini 
altarpiece in Frankfurt.

A naked Christ Child (Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston; no.11) is here dated c.1430 and 
called Upper Rhenish. However, the closest 
parallels are undoubtedly with a group of 
naked Christ Child sculptures in polychrome 
wood of c.1470–80, recently convincingly 
connected with Michel Erhart in Ulm by Peter 
Barnet.6 Its cultural milieu is quite clearly 
closer to the world of Riemenschneider than 
to the Rimini Master. The catalogue closes 
with two sculptures attributed to Gil de Siloé, 
extending the coverage to late fifteenth-
century Spain. One of these, a St James the 
Greater (1489–93; Metropolitan Museum; 
no.15), is justly celebrated, and has been 

2. St George and the dragon. English, c.1400. 
Alabaster, painted and gilded, 81.5 by 60.5 by 
20.5 cm. (National Gallery of Art, Washington).
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associated with the tomb of Juan II of Castile 
and Isabella of Portugal in the Carthusian 
monastery of Miraflores, Burgos. The other, 
a deep relief of an enthroned Virgin with 
Child in front of a wall of blind tracery acting 
as the back of her throne, is another recent 
acquisition made by Cleveland (no.14). It does 
not seem to be by the same hand as the New 
York St James, but is certainly Castilian, of 
c.1480, and can be related to another little-
known relief of the Virgin and Child, in the 
Wyvern Collection, London.7

The Cleveland exhibition follows hard 
on the heels of the larger survey of alabaster 
sculpture held at M Leuven in 2022–23, with 
an accompanying catalogue edited by Marjan 
Debaene.8 Together, and alongside comparable 
studies of medieval ivory carvings, bronzes 
and wood sculpture, they testify to the current 
interest in the materials of sculpture. In the 
case of alabaster sculpture, the spotlight has 
recently shifted away from a perhaps too-
exclusive concentration on the English output, 
to take in the late medieval contribution of 
continental Europe, as exemplified in the 
writings of Kim Woods.9 This catalogue is 
a welcome and attractive addition to the 
literature, opening our eyes not only to the 
wide-ranging use of the material throughout 
western Europe but also to the beauty of the 
best pieces and the technical and artistic 
virtuosity of their makers.
1 For English alabasters, see most recently Z. Murat, 
ed.: English Alabaster Carvings and their Cultural 
Contexts, Woodbridge 2019; J. Brantley, S. Perkinson 
and E.C. Teviotdale, eds: Reassessing Alabaster 
Sculpture in Medieval England, Berlin 2020; and an 
admirably wide-ranging essay by L. de Beer: ‘English 
alabaster and the continent’, in M. Debaene, ed.:  
exh. cat. Alabaster Sculpture in Europe, 1300–1650,  
Leuven (M Leuven) 2022–23, pp.137–53.
2 See W. Kloppmann, P.-Y. Le Pogam and L. Leroux:  
‘La sculpture sur albâtre en France du XIVe au XVIe 
siècle: enjeux, méthodes et résultats d’un programme 
de recherche’, Revue de l’Art 200 (2018), pp.9–19.
3 S.M. Guérin: French Gothic Ivories: Material 
Theologies and the Sculptor’s Craft, Cambridge 2022.
4 S. Roller and H. Theiss, eds: exh. cat. Mission  
Rimini: Material, History, Conservation. The Rimini 
Altarpiece, Frankfurt (Liebieghaus) 2021; and S. Roller: 
‘The Rimini altarpiece and alabaster sculpture in the 
southern Netherlands, around 1430’, in Debaene, op. 
cit. (note 1), pp.117–35.
5 S. Nash: ‘The two tombs of Philip the Bold’,  
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes  
82 (2019), pp.1–112.
6 P. Barnet: ‘A recently acquired Christ Child at  
the Metropolitan Museum of Art and sculptures  
for medieval nuns’, in G. Davies and E. Townsend,  
eds: A Reservoir of Ideas: Essays in Honour of  
Paul Williamson, London 2017, pp.204–14.
7 P. Williamson: The Wyvern Collection: Medieval  
and Renaissance Sculpture and Metalwork,  
London 2018, cat. no.129.
8 Debaene, op. cit., note 1; the Leuven exhibition  
was reviewed by Anja Katharina Frisch in this  
Magazine, 165 (2023), pp.176–78.
9 See notably K. Woods: Cut in Alabaster: A  
Material of Sculpture and its European Traditions 
1330–1530, London and Turnhout 2018; reviewed by 
Lloyd de Beer in this Magazine, 162 (2020), pp.167–68.

Creating Sculpture: Renaissance 
Drawings and Models
Edited by Michael Cole, Ana Debenedetti and 
Peta Motture, with Kira d’Alburquerque. 224 
pp. incl. 150 col. + 5 b. & w. ills. (V&A Publishing, 
London, 2022), £35. ISBN 978–1–85177–998–7.

by marcello calogero

The Victoria and Albert Museum, London 
(V&A), owns unparalleled holdings of paper, 
clay and wax objects that functioned as 
tools to support the creative processes in 
the workshops of Renaissance sculptors. 
The twelve studies collected in this multi-
author volume celebrate this unique 
collection, expanding our understanding of 
such objects, and are something of a sequel 
to an exhibition at the Isabella Stewart 
Gardner Museum, Boston, in 2014–15, which 
focused on Renaissance sculptors’ drawings.1 
Somewhat challenging the premises of both 
that exhibition and this volume, a thought-
provoking essay by Jim Harris, included 
in the book, argues that, ultimately, two-
dimensional designs on paper were of limited 
help to sculptors working on subjects other 
than ornament and architecture. The other 
essays build a solid methodology for the 
interpretation of these works.

In the past scholars have often based their 
analysis on the assumption that drawings 
preceded preparatory works in any other 
medium in the creation of a sculpture. Michael 
Cole invites readers to allow for the possibility 
that drawings may be records of three-
dimensional models. This sheds new light on 
the few surviving notarial drawings – that is, 
drawings attached to commission contracts 
– which may reflect a more advanced step in 
the creative process than is usually assumed. 
The essays demonstrate that the relationship 
between two- and three-dimensional works 
in the Renaissance workshop should always 
be considered with an open mind in terms of 
the relative chronology. For example, Lorenzo 
di Credi (c.1458–1537) made a drawing of an 
angel (1474–1537; British Museum, London), 
to improve a figure that Verrocchio (1435–88) 
and his assistants had already modelled in clay, 
but – as Johannes Myssok argues – not yet 
sculpted in marble for the funerary monument 
to Cardinal Niccoló Forteguerri in Pistoia 
Cathedral (1476–83).

Further complicating the matter, artists 
created three-dimensional models for reasons 
unrelated to a specific commission. Focusing 
on the fifteenth century, Ana Debenedetti, in 
her analysis of the sketchbook of Francesco 

di Simone Ferrucci (c.1485–88; various 
collections), shows how the same figure could 
be drawn on paper, become a model in wax 
or clay and then reappear. Models, which 
could be drawn from different angles, helped 
artists solve foreshortening problems for 
painted compositions. The transition from 
two-dimensionsal to three-dimensional figures 
is equally important for the understanding of 
workshop practices related to glazed terracotta 
sculptures. The essays by Marietta Cambareri 
and Rachel Boyd provide new insights into 
the Della Robbia workshop by addressing the 
analogy between the act of drawing and that 
of tracing lines on the surface of wet clay. 
Boyd makes a strong case that the use of paper 
templates and cartoons – rather than moulds – 
allowed the reproduction of certain figures on 
several altarpieces made by different members 
of the Della Robbia family. This is particularly 
interesting as a drawing could have helped 
artists to create the mirror-image of a relief, 
something scholars of Renaissance sculpture 
have rarely considered.

In the sixteenth century Michelangelo’s 
followers found it necessary, if not indis-
pensable, to create small models to make 
sense of the master’s designs on paper before 
turning them into monumental paintings. 
Piers Baker-Bates argues that this practice 
facilitated the professional transition from 
painting to sculpture for such artists as 
Daniele da Volterra (c.1509–66) and Gaspar 
Becerra (c.1520–68). Among Michelangelo’s 
collaborators, however, none was as eager to 
record the graphic output of their mentor 
as Raffaello da Montelupo (1504–66). In 
his excellent essay, Ian Hicks succeeds in 
providing a full survey of Montelupo’s varied 
techniques of copying and recombining 
Michelangelo’s designs, supporting his analysis 
with convincing new attributions. Turning 
away from the world of paper, Tommaso 
Mozzati focuses on a lost wooden model that 
Baccio Bandinelli (1493–1563) sent to England 
in 1522 as a project for the tomb of Henry VIII. 
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